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True Death by Dale E. Lehman
			
Howard County Mysteries Seires
A country road…
An unsolved hit-and-run…
Now Detective Lieutenant Rick Peller must return to the long-cold scene of his
wife’s death, where he will learn that the two of them still have a long way to
travel together…
ISBN: paperback: 978-1-940135-57-1
Paperback: $12.95; pages 288
epub: 978-1-940135-58-8
Ebook: $4.99
kindle: 978-1-940135-59-5
				
			

Lines in the Snow by Rolf Schmidt

Yesterday morning, Malcolm McLeod lived in a fine house, drove a sleek sports
car, and had a pretty girlfriend. It troubled his conscience not at all that his
job was designing less-than-genuine websites. But now he’s been locked in his
garage with the car motor running, his house is going up in flames, his bank
accounts are frozen, and faceless dark-suited men are after him. Suddenly he
and Amanda are running for their lives—alone and captive on a driverless train
hurtling down a railroad surrounded by terrorists, rioters, MI-5 agents, and
hapless innocents just trying to get home for Christmas in what looks to be the
storm of the century.
And what’s worse, Malcolm isn’t really a railway engineer—he’s just being talked
through the process by a real one—and then there’s the matter of the radioactive
cargo….
ISBN: paperback: 978-1-940135-42-7
Paperback: $12.95; pages 268
epub: 978-1-940135-43-4
Ebook: $4.99
kindle: 978-1-940135-44-1
				

Fantasy
The Legend of Harmony Grove by Michael Lawrence Vincent
Becky Cliver seemed an ordinary enough teenager, her time occupied with
school and her thoughts with boys. But unusual dreams and visions plagued
her, and she felt that some mysterious power slumbered within her. Then the
beautiful and cruel Alexandra Ubil rode into Harmony Grove, and Becky’s
power began to wake. Soon Becky would find herself at the heart of a terrible
struggle between the forces of light and darkness that threatens to consume all,
with nothing for weapons but her own nascent gifts and the mind of a young
man trapped in a useless body.
Paperback: $12.95; pages 227
Ebook: $4.99
				
				

ISBN: paperback: 978-1-940135-52-6
epub: 978-1-940135-53-3
kindle: 978-1-940135-54-0

Mystery
		
The Fibonacci Murders by Dale E. Lehman
			
Howard County Mysteries Seires
“I start with zero. Nobody dies today.” The strange note delivered to
Lieutenant Detective Rick Peller of the Howard County, Maryland,
police was just the beginning. Soon Peller and his colleagues find themselves chasing a cunning killer who is basing his crimes on the Fibonacci series, a mathematical sequence in which each number is the sum
of the preceding two. And the only thing Peller knows for sure is that
the series never ends.
Paperback: $12.95; pages 174
Ebook: $4.99 				
				ISBN: paperback: 978-1-940135-25-0
epub: 978-1-940135-26-7
				
kindle: 978-1-940135-27-4

Science Fiction
		

Night Train by Rolf Schmidt

The young engineer boards the train and begins a journey through the
past—or present—or future. As he travels, birth, becoming, and destiny converge on the Night Train. Climb aboard! A fable for our time.
Ebook: $4.99
Pages:183

ISBN: epub: 978-1-940135-12-0
kindle: 978-1-940135-13-7
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